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P-24 
ELECTRIC/ELECTRONIC PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEMS


Based on ABYC's assessment of the existing technology, and the problems associated with achieving the goals of this standard, ABYC recommends compliance with this standard for all boats, associated equipment, and systems manufactured after July 31, 2008.


24.1
PURPOSE

This standard is a guide for the design, construction, testing, and installation of systems for electric/electronic remote control of forward and reverse thrust, speed, and trim/tilt of propulsion machinery on boats.


24.2
SCOPE

This standard applies to wired electric/electronic remote control systems for propulsion machinery on boats, and to the marking and orientation of the trim/tilt adjustment mechanisms.


EXCEPTIONS:  

1.  Electrical on/ off switches addressed by P-14, Propulsion Control Systems.    


2.  Electric propulsion motors that produce less than 115 pounds (512 Newtons) thrust.


3.  Hull mounted trim plane systems. 


4.  Bow and/or Stern thruster systems. 

5.  Jet Boats


6.  Personal Water Craft

NOTES:  

1.  There is no ABYC standard for wireless control systems.

2.  For Jet Boats See ABYC P-23, Steering and Controls for Jet Boats.


24.3
REFERENCED ORGANIZATIONS

ABYC - American Boat & Yacht Council, Inc., 613 Third St., Suite 10, Annapolis, MD 21403.  Phone:

  (410) 990-4460, Fax:  (410) 990-4466  Web Site: www.abycinc.org


SAE - Society of Automotive Engineers, 400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale, PA 15096 Phone:  (724) 776-4841 Fax: (724) 776-5760 

Web Site: www.sae.org

ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2951   

Phone:  (610) 832-9585 Fax: (610) 832-9555  Web Site:  www.astm.org

Military Specifications - Military specifications may be obtained from the Naval Publications and Forms Center, 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120


24.4
DEFINITIONS 

For the purpose of this standard the following definitions apply.


Command station- The station that is in active control of the boat’s propulsion system.


Console - The structure that contains the steering helm, shift and throttle controls, switches, and instruments for use in the operation of the boat.


Control head - The input end of the control system, including the control lever(s) and pivotal fixture(s) mounted at the control station.


(1) Top mounted - A fixture designed for mounting on, or recessed into, the top of a console or other horizontal surface.

(2)  

Side mounted - A fixture designed for mounting on, or recessed into, the side of a console or other       vertical surface. 


Control lever - Either throttle, shift, or single lever control (combined shift-throttle lever). 


a.
Throttle mechanism - The manually actuated mechanism connecting the propulsion control system to the engine speed regulating device.


b.
Shift mechanism - The manually actuated control, connected to the propulsion control system to establish ahead, neutral, or astern output of the drive system from the engine.


c.
Single lever control (combined shift-throttle lever) - A manually actuated arm connected by a linkage arrangement, and/or electrical circuit, in such a way that progressive movement of the arm from the neutral position sequentially establishes ahead or astern and engine speed control.






Multiple station(s) - More than one location in the boat from which shift and throttle control may be achieved.


Nominal voltage(s) - Those commonly used voltages such as 12, 24, and 32 volts DC.


Portable remote control unit - A device, not permanently affixed to the vessel’s structure, used to regulate engine speed, tilt/trim functions, and forward, neutral, and reverse thrust of the propulsion machinery in boats.  These units may be hand-held, and/or may incorporate provisions that allow them to be temporarily affixed to the vessel.


Propulsion control system - The components from and including the control handle(s), to the attachment point(s) for the actuating lever(s), or other means for regulating engine speed (RPM), and forward, neutral, and reverse thrust of the propulsion machinery in boats via wires or fiber optic cables.

Remote control - A device, not attached to the engine, used to regulate engine speed, 

tilt/trim functions, and thrust direction of propulsion machinery.


Servo actuators - An electro-mechanical, electro-pneumatic, and/or electro-hydraulic device that converts an electrical signal into a mechanical displacement.


Shift controller - A manually actuated device connected to the propulsion control system for the express intent of establishing ahead, neutral, or astern in the output from the propulsion system.  This includes, but is not limited to, any push-button panels and other input devices, that do not use a mechanical lever to provide the command.


Throttle controller - A manually actuated device connected to the propulsion control system for the express intent of regulating engine speed.  This includes, but is not limited to, any push-button panels and other input devices, that do not use a mechanical lever to provide the command.


24.5
REQUIREMENTS - IN GENERAL

24.5.1
All control commands and power shall be transmitted by wires or fiber optic cables.

27.5.2
The steering system shall have built in redundancy accomplished by electronic/electric or mechanical means. 

24.5.3
Controls Operation - Engine speed, and forward and reverse thrust, shall be regulated by input devices traveling in a fore/up and aft/down direction. See Figure 1.


24.5.3.1
Throttle Mechanism


24.5.3.1.1
The forward or upward movement of a throttle mechanism shall increase engine RPM.


24.5.3.1.2
The aft or downward movement of a throttle mechanism shall decrease engine RPM.


24.5.3.1.3
If a foot pedal is used, the depressing or forward motion of the pedal motion shall increase engine speed.  The release of this foot pedal shall cause the engine speed to return to idle.


24.5.3.1.4
If a twist grip is used, the forward-over-the-top-to-aft motion shall increase engine speed.  The release of this twist grip shall cause the engine speed to return to idle.


24.5.3.1.5
If a trigger mechanism is used, the squeezing of the trigger shall increase engine speed.  The release of this trigger shall cause the engine speed to return to idle.


24.5.3.2

Shift Lever


24.5.3.2.1
The forward position of a shift lever shall cause the boat to move ahead.


24.5.3.2.2
The aft position of a shift lever shall cause the boat to move astern.


24.5.3.2.3
The shift lever shall provide tactile indication of the achieving or leaving the neutral position (e.g., a detent).


24.5.3.2.4
The shift lever, or single lever control, shall be provided with a means of preventing inadvertent movement of the lever out of the neutral position due to engine vibration.


24.5.3.3
Single Lever Control (Combined Shift/Throttle Lever).


24.5.3.3.1
The forward or up position of the lever shall cause the boat to move ahead, and shall increase engine RPM as it is moved forward or up from the in forward gear idle position. See Figure 1.


24.5.3.3.2
The aft or down position of the lever shall cause the boat to move astern, and shall increase engine RPM as it is moved aft or down from the in reverse gear idle position. See Figure 1.


24.5.3.3.3
The single lever control shall provide tactile indication of achieving or leaving the neutral position, (e.g., a detent).


24.5.3.4
Propulsion System Trim Control


24.5.3.4.1
Trim controls, if labeled, shall indicate bow attitude.  If symbols are used they shall comply with SAE J1449, Graphic Symbols for Boats or ISO 11192, Small Craft-Graphical Symbols. 

24.5.3.4.2
Trim controls mounted on shift/throttle levers shall be oriented so that forward or upward motion of the trim controls in the lever's neutral position will cause the bow to be raised.  If such controls consist of twin push buttons, activation of the forward or upper button shall cause the bow to be raised.


24.5.3.5
Non-lever Throttle Controllers


24.5.3.5.1
Movement or placement, of non-lever devices, forward or upward shall increase engine RPM. 


24.5.3.5.2
Movement or placement, of non-lever devices, aft or downward shall decrease engine RPM. 


24.5.3.5.3
A visual indication shall be provided that indicates the throttle function of the controller.


24.5.3.6
Non-lever Shift Controller


24.5.3.6.1
Movement or placement, of non-lever devices, forward or upward shall cause the boat to move ahead. 


24.5.3.6.2
Movement or placement, of non-lever devices, aft or downward shall cause the boat to move astern.


24.5.3.6.3
The shift controller shall provide a tactile indication of the achieving or leaving of the neutral position, (e.g., detent, raised button, lowered button, etc).


24.5.3.6.4 
A visual indication shall be provided that indicates the shift function of the controller.


24.5.4
Neutral Holding System - Side mounted single lever controls shall be equipped with a means of preventing unintentional shifting. This can be accomplished either through mechanical means or electrical logic.  


EXCEPTION:  Side mounted single lever controls that are installed on center console or flybridge where the controls can not be shifted inadvertently upon entering or exiting the boat.

24.5.4.1
The neutral hold system shall engage automatically when the control handle is returned to neutral from both forward and reverse gear positions, and shall require manual disengagement when the control handle is moved from neutral position to both forward and reverse gear positions.



24.5.4.2
For mechanical systems the neutral holding mechanism shall be capable of withstanding a load of 75 lbs. (333 Newtons) applied to the lever in the plane of operation in either direction without failure or disengagement. See load positions A and C of Figure 2.


24.5.4.3
An electrical logic system shall require two operations to allow shifting from neutral.


24.5.5
Servo Actuator Response Time 


24.5.5.1
The shift servo actuator(s) shall move from any gear position to the adjacent gear position in less than one second from the time it receives an input signal.  This requirement shall be met at a voltage range 80 - 120% of nominal system voltage, at a temperature range of 0( to 170(F (-18(C to + 77(C), and at a minimum shift load of 15 pounds (67N).  


24.5.5.2
The throttle servo actuator(s) shall move from one extreme throttle position to the other extreme throttle position, in each direction, in less than one second from the time it receives an input signal. This requirement shall be met at a voltage range 80 - 120 % of nominal system voltage, at a temperature range of 0( to 170(F (-18( C to + 77(C), and at a minimum throttle load of 5 pounds (22 Newtons) at idle increasing to a minimum load of 25 pounds (111 Newtons) at full throttle. 


24.5.6
Start-in-Gear Protection - Start-in-gear protection shall be installed to prevent starting an engine while in gear.


EXCEPTIONS:  

1.  Engines that produce less than 115 pounds (512 Newtons) of thrust.


2.  Engines that have a throttle limiting device, or its equivalent, to limit thrust to less than 115 pounds (512 Newtons) at the time of engine starting.


24.5.7
Neutral Signal - Any electric/electronic signal indicating neutral shall originate from the transmission, or be linked mechanically to the transmission shift mechanism.


24.5.8
Electrical System - Any system that utilizes direct current (DC) shall comply with ABYC E-11, AC and DC Electrical Systems on Boats.



24.5.9
Engine Shut Down - The command station location shall have the capability to shut down each engine at any time. This may or may not be part of the electronic control system, but capability shall be installed at each station.


24.5.10
Multiple Station  

24.5.10.1
In multiple station installations only one station shall be the command station at any given time. Each station shall have a visible indication of when it is the command station.


EXCEPTION:  Systems where shift and throttle levers are mechanically linked for synchronized movement.

24.5.10.2
Change in command station shall be completed from the proposed command station. 



24.5.10.3
Any transfer action shall not result in an unexpected change in engine RPM, shift, or propulsion trim.

NOTE:  This may be accomplished by matching parameters or by overriding commands.

24.5.11 
Ignition Protection - Electrical components shall meet the applicable ignition protection requirements of E-11, AC and DC Electrical Systems on Boats. 

24.5.12
Mechanical Controls - Mechanical controls, if used, shall comply with ABYC P-14, Propulsion Control Systems.


24.5.13
All hydraulic components shall comply with ABYC H-30, Hydraulic Systems.


24.5.14
Instructions for the proper installation and use of control system and components shall be made available by their manufacturer.


24.5.15
Components of the propulsion control system shall be resistant to corrosion, either by virtue of material or coating thereof, and shall be galvanically compatible with adjoining components.


24.5.16
Controls Orientation - Controls for the port engine shall be placed to the port side of the corresponding controls for the starboard engine.


24.5.17
Portable Remote Control Units - Portable remote control units shall be considered a command station when controlling the boat.   


24.5.17.1
All control commands and power shall be transmitted by wires or fiber optic cables.  


24.5.17.2
Each portable remote control unit shall be provided with a means of determining the unit’s orientation relative to the bow of the boat. 


24.5.17.3
All control functions shall be relative to the portable control unit’s bow orientation.  


24.5.17.4
Each portable remote control unit shall have the function of throttle and shift. 









24.5.17.5
Portable remote control units shall function as intended after sustaining a drop from a minimum of 39.3 inches (1.0m) onto a concrete floor.


24.5.17.5.1   Each portable remote control unit shall be equipped with a means of preventing inadvertent change of propulsion settings, e.g. the unit being dropped.

24.5.17.5.2  
Each portable remote control unit shall be tethered to the boat while it is functioning as the command station. 

NOTE: The command wire may be acceptable as a tether to the boat.

24.5.17.5.3  
The tether shall be able to withstand a 75 lb. (333 Newtons) pull test in its most vulnerable direction for one minute. The propulsion control system while utilizing the portable remote control unit as the command station must continue to function as intended during and after the test.



24.5.18
Environmental Requirements 

24.5.18.1
Polarity  Protection


24.5.18.1.1
All electronic/electrical components shall be designed with reverse polarity protection from internal surges. 



24.5.18.1.2
All electronic/electrical components shall be designed to withstand a reverse connection of power to the power leads (+ volts to ground and ground to + volts).  This shall not render the component inoperable when subsequently connected to the power correctly.

NOTE:  The system is not expected to function with this reverse connection of power.  Replacement of an external fuse, after reverse connection of power supply, is acceptable.


24.5.18.2
Electromagnetic (EM) Protection


24.5.18.2.1   
The system shall be subjected to EM fields of 80 volts per meter in the frequency range of 14 kHz to 1 (one) GHz, as set up in accordance with manufacturers recommendations for operation.  During and after exposure the system shall function as directed.


24.5.18.2.2   
Conducted – The system as set up for operation shall be tested for conducted EMI from 30 Hertz to 250,000 Hertz and measure the radio frequency strength. The system is considered acceptable if the strength is less than the curve shown in Figure 3.


24.5.18.2.3   Radiated – The system as set up for operation shall be tested for radiated EMI from a distance of 9.8 feet (three meters). The EMI radiated from the system shall be below the curve identified in Figure 4.






24.5.18.3
Transient Protection


24.5.18.3.1  All electronic/electrical components shall operate with a transient voltage per SAE J1113-12.  The system shall operate as intended during and after the transient exposure without failure.  See Figure 5.



24.5.18.4
Electrostatic Discharge


24.5.18.4.1   The system shall be subjected to Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) of from -4kV to +4kV for both contact and air, and shall continue to function as intended during and after discharge.

24.5.18.4.2 The system shall be subjected to ESD of –4kV to –8kV and +4kV to +8kV for contact and from –4kV to –15kV and +4kV to +15kV for air, and needs to function as intended after discharge. 



24.5.18.5
Electronic Components - Operating Temperature 


24.5.18.5.1   
The system shall be capable of operating in a temperature environment that ranges from 0( F to +170(F (-18( C to +77 (C).  See ABYC E-11, AC and DC Electrical Systems on Boats.




24.5.18.6
Storage Temperature 


24.5.18.6.1   The system shall be capable of operation after being stored in a temperature environment that ranges from -40(F to 185(F (-40(C to +85(C).


24.5.19
To minimize the potential for migration of carbon monoxide from machinery compartments containing gasoline engines to adjacent accommodation compartments, bulkhead and deck penetrations shall be in accordance with the requirements of ABYC H-2, Ventilation of Boats Using Gasoline.

24.6
FAILURE MODES AND RESPONSES

24.6.1
Loss of Operation


24.6.1.1
In the event of a station malfunction, in a multiple station installation, the system shall 


24.6.1.1.1
not prevent transfer to or operation from other stations, and

24.6.1.1.2
notify the operator that the failed station is not working.


24.6.1.2
In the event of loss of control affecting only one propulsion unit in a multi-propulsion unit installation, the system shall still be capable of operating the other propulsion unit(s).

NOTE:  Propulsion system performance may be at a reduced rate.

24.6.2
Loss of Computer Command Logic (Software) 


24.6.2.1
The system shall notify the operator of a command logic loss or malfunction in its computer command logic directions. 


24.6.3
Loss of Throttle


24.6.3.1
The system shall notify the operator of a throttle system malfunction.


24.6.4
Loss of Direction (Shift) 


24.6.4.1
The system shall notify the operator of loss of direction (shift) function.


24.6.5
Loss of Power (Electrical) 


24.6.5.1
The system shall notify the operator of an electrical power loss.

24.7
TEST REQUIREMENTS

24.7.1
Cycle Test Requirement


24.7.1.1
       The system shall be designed to withstand the load tests defined in this section.  A new system may be used for each test.  For clarification purposes, a cycle is defined to be the command from an input device sufficient to cause the propulsion control system to move the output device(s) as follows;


24.7.1.1.1
neutral/idle to ahead/idle (full stroke of the shift output device to ahead), and


24.7.1.1.2
ahead/idle to ahead/full RPM (full stroke of the throttle output device), and 


24.7.1.1.3
ahead/full RPM to ahead/idle, and 


24.7.1.1.4
ahead/idle to neutral/idle, and 


24.7.1.1.5
neutral/idle to astern/idle (full stroke of shift output device to astern), and 


24.7.1.1.6
astern/idle to astern/full RPM (full stroke of throttle output device), and 


24.7.1.1.7
astern/full RPM to astern/idle, and 


24.7.1.1.8
astern/idle to neutral/idle. 


24.7.1.2 
The system shall withstand a 75,000 cycle load test when subjected to the loads defined below.  The shift output device shall actuate a minimum 25 pound (111 Newtons) shift load each time it moves from neutral to the ahead or astern position.  An increasing load of a minimum of 5 pounds (22 Newtons) at idle to a minimum of 25 pounds (111 Newtons) at full stroke shall be applied to the throttle output device.


24.7.1.2.1
Conduct this test at +170(F (+77(C) and 120% of nominal voltage. 


24.7.1.2.2
Conduct this test at +0(F (-18(C) and 120% of nominal voltage. 


24.7.1.3
The system shall withstand a 50,000 cycle load test when subjected to the following: 


24.7.1.3.1
The shift output device shall be subjected to a load of a minimum of 15 pounds (67 Newtons), from neutral to near full stroke, with an overstroke load of a minimum of 40 pounds (178 Newtons) applied to the shift device within the last 20% of the shift stroke, i.e., the shift load will change from a minimum of 15 pounds (67 Newtons), at 80% of the full shift stroke to a minimum of 40 pounds (178 Newtons) at full stroke.  


24.7.1.3.1.1
The load can either ramp up to a minimum of 40 pounds (178 Newtons), or be applied as a step function.  An increasing load of 5 pounds (22 Newtons) at idle to a minimum of 25 pounds (111 Newtons) at full stroke shall be applied to the throttle output device.  


24.7.1.3.2
Conduct this test at +170(F (+77(C) and 120% of nominal voltage. 


24.7.1.3.3
Conduct this test at 0(F (-18(C) and 120%of nominal voltage. 


24.7.1.4
        In all test cases, the system shall be configured as it is intended to be used in a boat application.  The minimum cycle rate shall be 6 cycles per minute. A malfunction of any type constitutes a failure.  


24.7.2
Corrosion Test - The system shall be electrically energized in a corrosive environment in accordance with ASTM B117, Method of Salt Spray (Fog) Testing, for 300 hours, without failure.  Any system malfunction shall be considered a failure.


24.7.3
Mechanical Vibration - A system shall be subjected to one cycle as described in section 24.7.1 to ensure that the system functions prior to the test. 


24.7.3.1
       Random Vibration - The system shall be subjected to a random vibration, at 0.0284g2/Hz , from 20 to 2000 Hz, applied along the three mutual perpendicular axes.  Test duration shall be eight hours for each axis.  The system shall be subjected to one cycle, as described in section 24.7.1, after the random vibration test to assure the system functions without failure.  System failure includes loose parts, cracks, wear, etc., or impaired function. 

24.7.3.2
       Resonant Vibration - In order to identify the major resonant frequencies, major sub-assemblies shall be subjected to a swept sine vibration along the three mutually perpendicular axes from 20 to 2000 Hz at 1g zero-peak amplitude with a sweep rate of one octave per minute.  Once the resonant frequency for the individual major subassembly is known, it shall be vibrated for 10 million cycles or two hours, whichever is greater, at the maximum displacement frequency (resonant frequency) at a one (1)g zero-peak amplitude for each axis for off engine mounted units, and at four (4)g’s zero-peak amplitude for each axis for engine mounted units.  Major sub-assembly failure includes loose parts, cracks, wear, etc., or impaired function.


24.7.3.3
       The system shall be subjected to one cycle, as described in section 24.7.1, after the resonant vibration tests to assure the system functions without failure. System failure includes loose parts, cracks, wear, etc., or impaired function.


24.7.4
Humidity Test - Electronic/electrical circuits shall be energized for 100 hours in an environment of 170(F (+77(C) and 90-95% relative humidity without degradation of performance.


24.7.5
Control Head - Apply 75 lbs. (334 Newtons) loads perpendicular to control handle at control stops as indicated in Figure 2, A through H. There must be no breakage, permanent deflection making the unit inoperable, failure, or malfunction of attached mechanisms or housings. 

EXCEPTION:  Forces A and C in Figure 2 need not be applied to controls without neutral hold mechanism.

24.7.5.1
       D and E load applications shall be performed at lever positions B, F, and G.

24.7.6
Rain Test - All weather exposed portable and deck mounted equipment shall be subjected to a spray of water from all practicable directions with a stream of water from a nozzle. The system shall operate throughout the test.


24.7.6.1
Internal diameter of nozzle:
0.5 inches (12.5 mm)


24.7.6.2
Delivery rate:




26.4 gal/min (100 l/min) ± 1.3 gal/min (5 l/min)


24.7.6.3
Water Pressure:



adjusted to achieve delivery rate


24.7.6.4
Cone of Stream:
circle of approximately 4.7 inches (120 mm) diameter       at 8.2 feet (2.5 m) from nozzle


24.7.6.5
Test duration:



30 minutes minimum


24.7.6.6
Distance from nozzle:



approximately 9.85 feet (3 m)

24.7.6.7
After test the equipment shall be inspected for water ingress. Any signs of water ingress shall be considered a failure of the equipment.


24.7.7
Boat’s Mounting Pad – The area or pad provided on the boat for the mounting of controls shall be capable of withstanding a load of 75 lbs. (334 Newtons) applied in any direction to the end of the handle of the test fixture in Figure 6.  There shall be no permanent deformation such that the handle of the rigid test fixture is displaced from its original position by more then ½ inch (13mm) relative to fixed points on the boat.  


NOTE:  Non-structural cracking of mounting pad does not constitute a failure.  This test fixture may be used for either side or top mounted controls.

FIGURE 1 - Side Mounted Single Lever Control
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FIGURE 2 - Control Head Strength Test
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FIGURE 3 - Radio Frequency Terminal Voltage Limits for Conducted Emissions
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FIGURE 4 - Limiting Values For Radiated Emissions From Enclosure Ports
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FIGURE 5 - Test Setup With Chattering Relay
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NOTES:


1.  12 V power supply capable of driving the electronic/electrical component and the relay.


2.  Test fixture consisting of terminations for the component, connections to the power supply, and connections to the loads for the component.


3.  Wire harness fixture consisting of 39.3 inches (1.0 m) nonconductive mounting plate with a movable single wire 0.039 inches (one mm) above the component wires as shown in Figure 5 and additional 39.3 inches (1.0 m) of wire which connects to the component and test fixture.


4.  12 V AC normally closed relay capable of continuous chopped operation with no coil suppression.  The relay specifications are shown in Figure 5.  If another relay is used, it is to be included in the test report and be capable of producing 300 V spikes.


FIGURE 6 - Boat’s Mounting Pad
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NOTES:

1. The bolt pattern of the rigid test fixture is not intended to represent the bolt pattern of any control.


2. The fastenings for the rigid test fixture shall be bolts not larger than 13/64” in diameter with nuts and flat washers not larger than ½” outside diameter.

* * * * *

Origin and Development of ABYC P-24, Electric/Electronic Propulsion Control Systems

ABYC P-24 first appeared in 1997.  The 2007 revised edition is the work of the Control Systems Project Technical Committee. 

* * * * *

ABYC Technical Board Rules provide that:


All reports, including standards and technical information reports, are advisory only.  Their use is entirely voluntary.  They represent, as of the date of publication, the consensus of knowledgeable persons, currently active in the field of small craft, on performance objectives that contribute to small boat safety.  


The American Boat and Yacht Council assumes no responsibility whatsoever for the use of, or failure to use, standards or technical information reports promulgated by it, their adaptation to any processes of a user, or any consequences flowing therefrom.


Prospective users of the standards and technical information reports are responsible for protecting themselves against liability for infringement of patents. 


The American Boat and Yacht Council standards and technical information reports are guides to achieving a specific level of design or performance, and are not intended to preclude attainment of desired results by other means.
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P-24  ELECTRIC/ELECTRONIC PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEMS 
 
Based on ABYC's assessment of the existing technology, and the problems associated with achieving the goals of 
this standard, ABYC recommends compliance with this standard for all boats, associated equipment, and systems 
manufactured after July 31, 2008. 
 
24.1 PURPOSE 
 
This standard is a guide for the design, construction, testing, and installation of systems for electric/electronic remote 
control of forward and reverse thrust, speed, and trim/tilt of propulsion machinery on boats. 
 
24.2 SCOPE 
 
This standard applies to wired electric/electronic remote control systems for propulsion machinery on boats, and to 
the marking and orientation of the trim/tilt adjustment mechanisms. 
 
EXCEPTIONS:   
 
1.  Electrical on/ off switches addressed by P-14, Propulsion Control Systems.     
 
2.  Electric propulsion motors that produce less than 115 pounds (512 Newtons) thrust. 
 
3.  Hull mounted trim plane systems.  
 
4.  Bow and/or Stern thruster systems.  
 
5.  Jet Boats 
 
6.  Personal Water Craft 
 
NOTES:   
 
1.  There is no ABYC standard for wireless control systems. 
 
2.  For Jet Boats See ABYC P-23, Steering and Controls for Jet Boats. 
 
24.3 REFERENCED ORGANIZATIONS 
 
ABYC - American Boat & Yacht Council, Inc., 613 Third St., Suite 10, Annapolis, MD 21403.  Phone:  (410) 990-
4460, Fax:  (410) 990-4466  Web Site: www.abycinc.org 
 
SAE - Society of Automotive Engineers, 400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale, PA 15096 Phone:  (724) 776-4841 
Fax: (724) 776-5760 Web Site: www.sae.org 
 
ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2951    
Phone:  (610) 832-9585 Fax: (610) 832-9555  Web Site:  www.astm.org 
 
Military Specifications - Military specifications may be obtained from the Naval Publications and Forms Center, 5801 
Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120 
 
24.4 DEFINITIONS  
 
For the purpose of this standard the following definitions apply.  
 
Command station- The station that is in active control of the boat’s propulsion system. 
 
Console - The structure that contains the steering helm, shift and throttle controls, switches, and instruments for use 
in the operation of the boat. 
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